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Abstract. A piecewise linear transformation is realized on a signed symbolic dynamics. By a 
renewal equation constructed on it, a finite-dimensional matrix Q(z) is defined. The spectra 01 
the Perron-Frobenius operator associated with the transformation are characterized by the 
equation det(l - Q,(z)) =O and the zeta-function is also characterized by Q(z). 
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1. Introduction 
We will consider a piecewise linear transformation F from a bounded interval I 
into itself and, to make description simple, we assume that F satisfies the endpoint 
condition stated in Section 2 (for general cases, cf. [7]). We will solve the spectrum 
problem of the Perron-Frobenius operator P of a piecewise linear transformation 
F. The Perron-Frobenius operator P is a positive contraction operator with operator 
norm 1 on L’, the set of integrable functions on I. But it is known that all z which 
satisfy IzI < 1 are eigenvalues [2]. Hence we restrict P to one of the most suitable 
subspaces: BV, the set of functions with bounded variation. Hereafter we denote 
PI H”, also by I? The ergodic properties of the dynamical system can be stated in 
terms of eigenvalues of P as follows: 
(1) The dimension of the eigenspace corresponding to the eigenvalue 1 equals 
the number of ergodic components of the dynamical system. 
(2) Assume that there exists a unique ergodic component and all the eigenvalues 
of P except 1 are less than 1 in modulus. Then the dynamical system is mixing. 
(3) Assume that the dynamical system is mixing. Let 77-l be the minimum in 
modulus of z which satisfies IzI <et, z f 1 and zY’ is an eigenvalue of J? Then n is 
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the decay rate of the correlation, that is, for any ,f’~ BV and g E L’, 
holds for any F >O, where /1 is the absolutely continuous invariant probability 
measure and 5 is the lower Lyapunov number: 
6 = essinf liminf II -’ log lF”‘(x)]. 
\r I 11-x 
However, since the Perron-Frobenius operator P is not generally compact, we 
cannot define the Fredholm determinant in the usual sense. On the other hand, it 
is shown in [l] that if A is an eigenvalue of P which satisfies IAl >e-‘, then l/h is 
a singular point of the zeta-function. But it is almost impossible to calculate the 
eigenvalues of the Perron-Frobenius operator P concretely. Hence we introduce a 
signed symbolic dynamics and construct a renewal equation on it. This enables us 
to define a Fredholm determinant as a determinant of a finite-dimensional matrix 
I-@(z). 
1.1. Theorem. Assume that 5 > 0. We denote the .spectrum of’P by Spec( F). Then M’e 
get 
{z ‘: D(z)=det(l-@(i))=O,]z/<ec}={hESpec(F):]A/>e ‘}. 
We denote the zeta-function by 6: 
i(=)=exp 1 n ’ 1 IF”‘( p)I -I. 
II I ,’ F ” , ,’ k ,’ 
Then we can calculate the structure of the periodic orbits by our Q(z). 
1.2. Theorem. Assume that <> 0. Then M’e get c(z) = l/D(z). 
We can get another proof of the relation between eigenvalues of P and the 
zeta-function stated in [I] by combining the above two theorems. 
2. Notations 
We denote by i(a)},,, A the partition of I into subintervals corresponding to the 
piecewise linear transformation F; that is, F is linear on each (a). We call each 
element a E A an alphabet and for an alphabet a E A, we define 
A”=IF’(x)l, xc(a), 
+, F’(x)>0 
sgn a = 
, F’(x)<0 
xE(a). _ 
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We also define an order on A by a<b if X<JT for XE(U) and YE(b). By al we 
denote the set of the boundary points of (a) (a E A). 
Now we will describe the endpoint condition. 
Endpoint condition. For X, .r E al, if there exist sequences {x~], {.r,,] and integers in, 
n such that 
lim xI, = x, lim yr =J* and lim F”‘(x,) = lim F”(_v,), 
A-* h-r h-1 k_,Y 
then m = n and x = ~1. 
Now we will define several notations. We call a finite sequence of alphabets 
&‘=a,... a,, (a, E A) a word and define 
For each point XE I we define an infinite sequence of alphabets 
u‘(l)a‘(2). . . (a’(;)~ A) which we call the expansion of x by F’-‘(x)E (u’(i)). 
We usually identify a point x and its expansion. For an endpoint sup{x E (a)} we 
define a plus expansion a’ by the limit from below; that is, 
a+= sup u‘(l)u‘(2). . . . 
Y 6~ c ‘I, 
Also we define a minus expansion a- by 
a = inf a‘(l)a‘(2). . . 
\I ,‘I, 
We denote for u E {+, p} and a E A 
a (’ = a”( l)u”(2) . , u”[1,n]=a”(1)...u”(n), 
u”[n,~)=u”(n)u”(n+l)... 
These plus and minus expansions are our main tool to construct our renewal 
equation. 
3. Renewal equation 
Let for a word NJ 
S”‘(‘7; X)’ i 2’1 c IF”(Y)1 ~’ 
,,Po Vi,\VI,t”(,,)=\. 
This represents the sum of words which start from (w) and connect to x. We make 
a renewal equation of sLI( z; x) (a E A) by dividing the sum over words in the 
following way. 
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(1) For n = 0, take J’ =x. This term is expressed by l,,(x), where l,,. (u’ a word) 
is the indicator function of the set (w). 
(2) For h E A which satisfies F((a)) 1 (b), words starting from (a), next into (6) 
and connect to x can be expressed by z( h ” ) ’ .xh( z; x). Thus we summarize all h E A 
that satisfy F( (a)) 3 (h). 
(3) ForF((a))~(b)butF((a))n(h)#~andF~((ah))~(~),thesumoverwords 
can be expressed by 
z’(AO”) ‘s”(z; x)+z(h”) ‘I,,,,,(ux), 
and we continue to F”, F’, . 
This is the rough story to make a renewal equation. Notice that the conditions 
whetherornotf”((u))I(b) ( : n an integer) depend on both the plus and the minus 
expansion a ’ and a-. This is the reason why we need to divide .s“( z; x) into two parts: 
s“(Z; x)=s”‘(z; x)+S1’ (z; x), 
where s”“( z; x) (g E { + , -}) depends on a” only. Now we will define .s”“(z; x). Put 
X”“( z; x) = i Z”X”“( n, x), 
,I :o 
+2 ’ ifsgnu”(1,n)=+andx<u”(n+1,~) 
x”“( n, x) = or if sgn a”( 1, n) = - and x > a”( n + 1, cc), 
-2-l otherwise, 
(@(Z))‘,“,,)‘= i z”(~(n))rr.‘,h’(A”““,“))~‘, 
0; I 
t2 ’ ifsgnu”(1,n-1)=+andb’~(u”(n))~ 
(0(n)),,:,,; = orifsgnu”(l,n-l)=- and h’>(u”(n))~, 
-2 ’ otherwise. 
x(z; x) = (x”“(z; .X))‘,, A,<,< t/ ). 
Then we define s(z; x) = (s““(z; x)),,, ,, ,,,, i,,_i by 
(I-~(z))s(z;x)=x(=;x). 
This is our renewal equation. Note that each element of Q(z) and x(z; x) is 
analytic in IzI <e’. We call D(z) = det(I - Q(z)) a Fredholm determinant of the 
Perron-Frobenius operator P. By this renewal equation and 
(I-zP))‘I,,(x)g(x)dx= t I” l,,(x)g( F”(x)) dx 
II I, 
zz .C( z; x1gC.u) dx, 
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It is not difficult to see that if D(z,,) = 0, then there exists a function f~ BV such 
that V; g)(z) = Cz==o zn jf(x)g( F”(x)) dx has singularity at z = z”, and that cf, g)(z) 
is analytic if /zI < eC and z-’ Spec( F). This proves Theorem 1 .l. 
4. Zeta-function 
For each periodic point p E I with period n (F”(p) =p), there exists a word 
alaI.. . a,, such that F’-‘(p) E (a,) ( a, E A). We call such a periodic point p of type 
U,U~...U,. Let us see how the existence of periodic orbits is reflected in the quantities 
@, @I, etc. For the simplest case, 
C the coefficients of z of @(z),,,.,,r 
(7 
= (A”)-’ I if there exists a fixed point of type a, 0 otherwise, 
and for the second simplest case, if we assume u”(2) f b for both u E {+, -}, then 
it is immediate to see that 
11 the coefficients of z of @( z),,,.,~ x the coefficient of z of @( z)~T,~,,, 
(7 7 
if there exists a periodic orbit of type ub, 
otherwise. 
But in case u+(2) = b (C(2) # b), we have to take into account the coefficient z’ of 
@(z),~,,+ : 
C 1 the coefficients of z of @(z),,~,~T x the coefficients of z of @(z),,~,~~~ 
<, 7 
+ the coefficient of z2 of Q(z),+,, 1, 
if there exists a periodic orbit of type ub, 
otherwise. 
Hence we need the following matrix P(w) (w a word): 
‘P(w),,,,,~=~ ;I th e coefficients of zi~+l~‘~ of @(z),,,C,+, , 
,=I 
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where the sum is over 1 = i, < i2<. . . < ik+, = 1wl-t 1 and (TZ,..., cr, E i+, -1, 
1 
a” j= 1, 
(‘, = (W( (j))“! 25,jS k, 
h’ ,j=k+l, 
and c,(l,i,+,-i,)=w,(i ,,..., i,,,). 
4.1. Lemma. For a word w = a,a, . a,,, Eve get 
-P( u’),,“,h’ = 
(h”)-‘f”(l, M’hi) $a, = a and a2 . a,,h’ exists, 
o 
otherwise, 
By Lemma 4.1 we get with annoying classification 
This proves Theorem 1.2. 
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